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ABSTRACT 

 
The methodology used to calculate the site amplification of a horizontally-layered site is well 

developed and established for nuclear safety-related facilities which require seismic hazard for design.  
This is based on one-dimensional site amplification incorporating soil/rock nonlinear behaviour in the 
analysis.  However, if the layering at the site is not horizontal, seismic waves are subjected to 
reflection/refraction and conversion of modes.  In this case, prediction of the site amplification is much 
more complex.  Depending on the geology and inclined layering at the site, two-dimensional site 
amplification may be used to develop the amplification function and soil/rock surface hazard curves.  In 
this paper, the site geology, one-dimensional and two-dimensional site response methodology, site 
amplification results, and application of NUREG/CR-6728 Method 3 to develop uniform hazard response 
spectra for design are discussed. Each step in the development process is outlined in this presentation with 
emphasis on the key innovative techniques and challenges faced in the process. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The Uranium Processing Facility (UPF) is currently being designed for construction at the Y-12 

National Security Complex.  UPF will support enriched uranium operations that relate to nuclear security.  
The site is located in Oak Ridge, TN.  Recently a Seismic Summit was held at the site, which compiled 
numerous industry experts to assess the current status of the seismic analysis and design.  A reassessment 
of the current seismic hazard was recommended during the Seismic Summit.  This prompted the 
development of the updated Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) which is summarized in this paper.   

 
HARD ROCK PROBABLISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ASSESSMENT 
 

The UPF Hard Rock (HR) Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) is based on the 
horizontal HR PSHA conducted for the nearby Clinch River Nuclear Power Plant by the Tennessee 
Valley Authority which was found to be applicable to the UPF site.  For the UPF PSHA, HR is defined at 
the depth where there is a sustained shear wave velocity of 9,200 feet per second (fps) or greater.  This 
shear wave velocity is consistent with HR motions given by Ground Motion Prediction Equations 
(GMPEs) used in the PSHA.  The Clinch River horizontal HR seismic hazard curves are produced for 
seven spectral frequencies: Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) which is taken as the spectral acceleration at 
100 Hz and 25, 10, 5, 2.5, 1, and 0.5 Hz.  The spectral acceleration values for these seven frequencies 
were obtained at eight Mean Annual Frequency of Exceedance (MAFE) levels resulting in eight Uniform 
Hazard Response Spectra (UHRS) each defined by seven frequency points.  The seven frequency HR 
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UHRS are coarsely defined, so a hazard- and frequency-dependent determination is made of Mbar and Dbar 
associated with both the High Frequency (HF) and Low Frequency (LF) portions of each UHRS.  Using 
the Mbar and Dbar values determined from evaluations of the Clinch River PSHA and USGS 2008 PSHA, 
magnitude- and distance-dependent horizontal HF and LF HR response spectral shapes, appropriate for 
Central and Eastern United States (CEUS), as given by U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (2001), 
NUREG/CR-6728, “Technical Basis for Revision of Regulatory Guidance on Design Ground Motions, 
Hazard- and Risk-Consistent Ground Motion Spectra Guidelines”, are used to interpolate between and 
extrapolate beyond the seven-point HR UHRS ground motions.  This results in separate HF and LF 
response spectra at each MAFE, re-defined at 38 spectral frequencies spanning 0.1 to 100 Hz.  The 38-
point HF and LF response spectra represent a pair for each of the eight MAFE hazard levels to be used as 
subsequent input to site response analyses.  The 5% damped HR Broadband (BB) (envelope of HF and 
LF) UHRS seismic response spectra at MAFE of 1.0E-01 to 1.0E-08 are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Eight Rock UHRS. 
 
GEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF SITE-SPECIFIC DATA 
 

A geological assessment is performed to develop a complete site profile for the UPF site; the 
shallow site profile developed from site-specific and nearby geotechnical investigations must be 
augmented with a deep site profile that extends to the HR horizon.  HR is defined by the United States 
Nuclear Regulatory Agency as a site layer having a shear wave velocity greater than 9,200 fps.  However, 
it is important to be consistent with the model used by the GMPEs.  The major inputs to the geological 
assessment include a provisional geologic map of the Oak Ridge Reservation (ORR), a seismic reflection 
profile, core hole data, shear wave velocity and Poisson’s ratio data from a laboratory data report and 
field seismic data, and active fault information from published data.  The conclusions of the geological 
assessment indicate that the depth to HR with a sustained minimum shear wave velocity of 9,200 fps is 
estimated to be at 11,500 ft beneath Bear Creek Valley, or 10,500 ft below sea level.  The strata above the 
HR consist of mostly shales with some limestone and sandstone that have near-surface shear wave 
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velocities between 6,200 fps and 7,500 fps.  The geology of the UPF site is based on detailed geologic 
mapping and borehole data across the ORR.  These and other regional studies result in the development of 
regional and site stratigraphic units.  In these studies it is determined that the near-surface strata at the 
UPF site dip at an angle of 54° to the South Southeast.  For stratigraphic units that occur at the surface of 
the UPF site and at shallow depths, shear wave velocities are estimated using a combination of downhole 
and cross hole geophysical measurements and the results of laboratory testing.  For stratigraphic units 
occurring at depth, shear wave velocities are estimated based on the results of off-site studies and 
measurement at locations where layers extend to the ground surface.  A geological map, stratigraphic 
section, geologic cross-section, and geologic cross-section explanation of the site are documented in the 
geological assessment.  The geologic cross-section is shown in Figure 2 with three different scales to 
illustrate the rock formations below the site. 
 

 

Figure 2. Geologic Cross-Section. 
 
DESIGN SITE PROFILES 
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The design site profiles are generated by compiling subsurface properties and data gathered from 
various references for the UPF site.  These subsurface properties include: layer thickness, shear wave 
velocity (Vs), Poisson’s ratio (μ), unit weight (γ), linear damping, and strain-dependent shear modulus 
and damping for the upper layers.  Properties are also given for the top layers which are replaced with 
Mass Concrete Fill (MCF).  The standard deviation or range for these properties is provided as applicable.    
The Best Estimate (BE) shear wave velocity profile for the residual soil and weathered and unweathered 
shale, with +/-1 logarithmic standard deviation is shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. BE Shear Wave Velocity Profile with +/-1 Logarithmic Standard Deviation. 
 

The damping values for the MCF, weathered and shallow unweathered shale are based on the 
site-specific strain-dependent modulus and damping curves.  For the deep unweathered rock, the BE 
damping value of 0.50% was selected.  In order to make an assessment of the overall damping values, the 
site attenuation parameter, “kappa”, κ0, is calculated based on different empirical relations.  The 
recommended damping for the deep rock layers of 0.50% along with the low strain damping for the upper 
part of the profile results in the range of κ0 which is consistent with the average of values obtained from 
the empirical relations.  For consideration of epistemic uncertainty in damping, two alternative damping 
values are developed for the deep site profile corresponding to the 10th and 90th percentile levels using a 
logarithmic standard deviation of 0.40.  This approach follows the Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI) (2013) Screening, Prioritization and Implementation Details (SPID) recommendation.  This 
results in an upper range value of 0.83% damping and lower range value of 0.30% damping, for the deep 
site profile.   

 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL SITE RESPONSE ANALYSIS 
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As previously noted, the near surface shale has an average dip of 54° decreasing with depth.  
Hence, the effects of dipping rock formations cannot be accounted for in the current industry-standard 
practice of conducting seismic site response analysis using one-dimensional methodology.  The 
conventional one-dimensional site response analysis is augmented with two-dimensional site response 
analysis to capture the effect of dipping rock formations on the site response.  A two-dimensional Finite 
Element Model (FEM) of the site is generated using SASSI2010, Ostadan and Deng (2013), computer 
program and the geometry of the geologic section.  The geometry associated with the FEM is shown in 
Figure 4.  The numbers in the Figure indicate different material property sets for each layer.  
 

 
Figure 4. Two-Dimensional Finite Element Model Geometry and Distribution of Shear Wave Velocity. 

 
SASSI2010 analysis is conducted with the control point specified at the halfspace of the model 

which corresponds to the base of the FEM.  The soil/rock layers above the basement are modeled using 
two-dimensional plane strain elements.  The above basement portion of the FEM is 21,125 ft wide and 
11,825 ft high with elements uniformly spaced at 25 ft.  Due to the large size of the two-dimensional 
model, the variation in soil parameters is considered by using BE, Upper Bound (UB), and Lower Bound 
(LB) properties.  For the three profiles, both two-dimensional and one-dimensional analyses are 
performed using SASSI2010 and P-SHAKE, Bechtel Corporation (2009), computer programs, 
respectively.  The one-dimensional analyses conducted herein are only used to support one-to-one 
amplification comparisons with the two-dimensional analyses.  Only the deep layers represented in the 
geologic section are considered for the two-dimensional analyses (and one-dimensional analyses that 
supports the comparisons), as the dipping rock formation effects are more significant in this region of the 
profile.  The subsequent one-dimensional analyses consider both the shallow and deep portions of the 
profile and variation of site properties and thicknesses.  Acceleration Response Spectrum (ARS) results 
are compared at nodes on the Left Side, Right Side, Centerline, -500 ft from the Centerline, and +500 ft 
from the Centerline of the two-dimensional model against a corresponding one-dimensional profile 
analysis.  The five locations capture the effects of the entire range of the geologic section; whereas, the 
Centerline, -500 ft from the Centerline, and +500 ft from the Centerline locations are intended to capture 
the response at and in the near vicinity of the UPF site.  The within ARS at the base of the profiles and the 
outcrop ARS at the surface (i.e. top of the geologic section) of the profiles are extracted and log-averaged.  
The ARS corresponding to BE, UB, and LB soil cases are log-averaged based on weighting factors 
assigned to each profile.  The surface two-dimensional ARS at 5% spectral damping are then divided by 
the corresponding surface one-dimensional ARS.  This results in one ratio curve which defines the 
differences between the two-dimensional and one-dimensional analyses and shows the effects of dipping 
rock formations.  The ratio curves for each soil case and the weighted average are shown in Figure 5.  A 
value greater than 1.0 indicates an exceedance of the two-dimensional site response over the one-
dimensional site response. 
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Figure 5. Ratio of Two-Dimensional to One-Dimensional Surface Acceleration Response Spectra.  

The two-dimensional analysis weighted average results yield higher site response at the surface of 
the geologic section in the low frequency range between 0.6 Hz and 4.6 Hz when compared with the one-
dimensional analysis.  This is mainly due to the reflection and refraction of seismic waves in between the 
dipping rock layers.   
 
SITE PROFILE SIMULATION 
 

The variability of the site parameters is captured by developing realizations of the site profiles 
using site profile simulation.  These simulated site profiles are used for one-dimensional site response 
analysis.  The stratigraphy at the UPF site is separated into two zones: upper and lower.  The upper zone 
consists of the MCF, weathered shale, and unweathered shale.  Since MCF replaces the weathered shale 
to a blow count of 50 blows per foot (bpf), the depth of the weathered shale and MCF will vary across the 
site.  In order to capture the effect of varying thickness of the MCF in the site response analysis, four 
alternative upper zone models are considered with differing ranges in thickness of the MCF (i.e. A: 9 to 
12 ft, B: 12 to 20 ft, C: 20 to 32 ft, and D: 32 to 42 ft.  The weight associated with each MCF depth 
variation is proportional to the tributary area of the MCF thickness zone with respect to the total area of 
the MCF.  The lower zone models consist of intact rock that dips on average by 54º to the South 
Southeast.  The influence of the dipping geology is characterized by truncation of the top of the lower 
zone, which allows for different geologic formations to underlay the upper zone.  Three alternative lower 
zones are considered with differing damping values.  The four upper zone profiles are combined with the 
three lower zone profiles resulting in the total of 12 base profiles for simulation.  The base profiles 
consider BE shear wave velocity, without alternatives considering epistemic uncertainty.  Each base 
profile is simulated into 60 randomized profiles using SPS computer program using the estimates of 
stratum thickness, estimates of mean and standard deviation of shear wave velocity for each stratum, 
strain-dependent shear modulus reduction and damping curves assigned to site-specific strata and 
associated uncertainties, and cross correlations between adjacent layers assigned for each property to 
prevent unreasonable variations and to ensure that the total depth is also within a specified range.  The 
final profiles are created through post-processing of the SPS created profiles. The post-processing is 
completed to truncate and combine the profiles and scale the simulated damping values to the target 
damping values, while also merging layers and adding the water table.  The simulated profiles consider 
variation in the nonlinear properties, shear wave velocity, layer thickness, and dipping geology.  In total, 
12 different base cases are provided each consisting of 60 simulated site profiles.  This results in a total of 
720 profile realizations and associated P-SHAKE computer program input files. Realizations for a sample 
set of results are shown in this paper.  Simulated nonlinear property curves (i.e. shear modulus reduction 
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and damping) for the weathered shale stratum are shown in Figure 6.  The simulated shear wave velocity 
profiles for the MCF A, BE damping case are shown in Figure 7.  Four alternative cases for the thickness 
of the MCF and three alternative cases for the damping of the lower zone were considered.   
 

 
Figure 6. Simulated Nonlinear Curves for the Weathered Shale Stratum. 

    
Figure 7. Simulated Shear Wave Velocity Profiles for the MCF A, BE Damping Case. 
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ONE-DIMENSIONAL SITE RESPONSE ANALYSIS 
 

The one-dimensional site response analysis is performed using the de-aggregated HR LF and HF 
UHRS corresponding to MAFE levels of 1.0E-01 to 1.0E-08.  However, since the response corresponding 
to a 2,475 year return period is of prime interest, a pair of HF and LF UHRS corresponding to a MAFE of 
4.0E-04 is also developed using the interpolation of the HR URHS from 1.0E-03 to 1.0E-04 MAFE on a 
logarithmic basis.  In addition to the ARS, the duration and effective strain ratio are defined for each of 
the input motions based on U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (2001), NUREG/CR-6728.  P-SHAKE 
computer program is used for one-dimensional wave propagation analysis performed in the frequency 
domain using the complex-valued transfer functions.  The site response analyses are performed for each 
of the 720 realizations, for the nine MAFE levels of both HF and LF ARS.  In total, 12,960 (i.e. 12 base 
profiles, 60 simulations, 9 hazard levels, 2 de-aggregated spectra) site response analyses are performed.    
The site amplification is computed as the ratio of the 5% damped ARS at the surface of the profile to the 
5% damped input ARS.  The site amplification is computed at 301 frequencies from 0.1 to 100 Hz, which 
are logarithmically spaced.  The arithmetic mean (μHF), logarithmic mean (μln,HF) and logarithmic standard 
deviation (σln,HF) of the case with the HF input motion are computed based on the 60 computed ratios. 
Similarly, the values associated with the LF input motion are computed as μLF, μln,LF, and σln,LF.  The LF 
event is defined by UHRS at frequencies of 0.5, 1, 2.5, and 5 Hz.  The HF event is defined by UHRS at 
frequencies of 5, 10, 25, and 100 Hz.  For a pair of HF and LF motions, the representative μ, μln, and σln 
values are computed using logarithmic weighting between 2.5 and 10 Hz.  The ratio of two-dimensional 
to one-dimensional site response is smoothed using a ±10% running average, which is specified at evenly 
spaced frequencies in log-space.  The adjustment ratio is limited to a minimum of 1 and any de-
amplification is not considered.  Site amplification functions are developed for the UPF site for structures 
located on MCF and are defined by the geometric mean site amplification and associated logarithmic 
standard deviation.  The geometric mean site amplification ratios for the 12 profiles at each MAFE level 
are shown in Figure 8.  The site amplification ratios shown are adjusted for two-dimensional effects by 
applying the smoothed and limited adjustment ratio.  The adjusted amplification shows a significant 
increase in amplification between about 0.8 to 4 Hz. 

 
Figure 8. Adjusted Geometric Mean Site Amplification for the 12 Profiles at Each MAFE. 
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DESIGN RESPONSE SPECTRUM 
 

According to DOE-STD-1020, Department of Energy (2012), both SDC-1 and SDC-2 SSCs are 
to consider the design motions given in ASCE/SEI 7-10.  The generic design response spectrum is 
generated following the procedure of ASCE/SEI 7-10, American Society of Civil Engineers (2010), 
Chapter 11.  The UPF site with MCF is classified as Site Class B.  The values of TL, S1, and SS are 
calculated as 12 sec, 0.121g, and 0.373 g, respectively. 

The “site-specific” PSHA-based horizontal DBE of ASCE/SEI 7-10, Chapter 21 is also 
developed.  The site-specific hazard curves are processed as described in ASCE/SEI 7-10, Section 
21.2.1.2 Method 2 in order to develop the MCER.  The “site-specific” PSHA-based horizontal DBE is 2/3 
of the MCER.  The horizontal DBE is computed for each of the four MCF alternative cases (i.e. A, B, C, 
or D).   A comparison is also made to 80% of the ASCE/SEI 7-10, Chapter 11 standard DBE, which is the 
minimum required DBE if site-specific analyses are utilized.  The vertical DBE is developed using the 
closely-related provisions of the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) (2015).  
Horizontal and vertical HR DBE response spectra are also prepared.  These HR DBE response spectra 
have no modification for site effects.  The horizontal HR DBE is developed from the 38 PSHA HR hazard 
curves, modified per ASCE/SEI 7-10 for maximum horizontal direction and risk adjustment to obtain the 
HR MCER, and then divided by 1.5.  In order to develop the corresponding vertical HR DBE, the 
horizontal HR DBE is first scaled to remove the maximum horizontal direction adjustment to return the 
horizontal motions back to geomean form, as originally given in the PSHA.  The ASCE/SEI 7-10 risk 
adjustment is maintained.  Finally, the horizontal HR DBE response spectrum is scaled by an appropriate 
vertical to horizontal ratio from NUREG/CR-6728 to obtain the vertical HR DBE response spectrum.  
The conversion of the horizontal response spectra from maximum direction to geomean is due to the fact 
that vertical to horizontal ratios are based on horizontal response spectra that are considered “geomean 
ground motions”.  A comparison of various developmental horizontal DBE response spectra is shown in 
Figure 9.   

 
Figure 9. Comparison of Horizontal DBE Response. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

The site response analyses indicate a large de-amplification from the HR input motion in the high 
frequency range.  This behaviour is not typical for CEUS rock sites, where high ground motions in the 
high frequency range are commonly predicted.  The difference is partly attributable to the fact that the HR 
input to the PSHA is specified at a depth of approximately 12,000 ft.  In spite of low damping used for the 
deep rock layers, the accumulated effects of damping over the approximately 12,000 ft deep propagation 
path results in de-amplification of the motion throughout the soil/rock column.  This behaviour is 
consistently observed in the one-dimensional probabilistic-based site response analysis, as well as the 
two-dimensional site response analysis.  In contrast, the code-based response spectral shape was initially 
developed in the 1970’s considering the wealth of Western United States (WUS) earthquake recordings 
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with no explicit guidance at the time of CEUS earthquakes typically exhibiting peak spectral response in 
the higher frequencies (i.e. ~10 Hz and greater).  Hence, it is recognized that code-based response spectra 
do not adequately consider the high frequency range of the seismic hazard in the CEUS.  This is evident if 
the site-specific HR response spectrum obtained from the PSHA is compared to the ASCE/SEI 7-10 code-
based response spectrum for the HR condition.  This is as expected, since ASCE/SEI 7-10 is a 
commercial building code, typically for use in structural design applications, which are generally an 
intermediate to low frequency phenomenon.  Given the SDC assignments of the UPF Structures, Systems, 
and Components (SSCs), the project is only obligated to follow this commercial building code for 
development of the DBE response spectra.  However, when SSCs within the UPF structures require 
generation of In-Structure Response Spectra for equipment qualification and test spectra for seismic shake 
table testing, high frequency response is of high importance.  For this reason, a level of conservatism for 
high frequency design motion is warranted.  The HR DBE response spectra, represents the motion 
corresponding to HR that does not include the site amplification and de-amplification effects.  For this 
reason, the horizontal and vertical HR DBE response spectra are selected for high frequency content.  The 
full set of DBE for the UPF site are shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10. UPF DBE – 5% Spectral Damping. 
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